TYPE B TYPANOGRAM PATTERNS CAN PREDICT AIR-BONE GAP VALUE IN OTITIS MEDIA WITH EFFUSION
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ABSTRACT

Typanometry is well-established means of assessing the presence of fluid in the middle ear. Type B typanogram is, usually, considered a unique entity. However, its shape may vary from a rounded type B with a ‘pseudopeak’ to a completely flat response. The aim of this study was to compare type B typanogram curve (maximum admittance, tympanometric peak pressure, and area under the curve) with the viscosity of the middle ear fluid and with the air-bone gap (ABG). A total of 93 ears of 67 children were examined. The children underwent ventilation tube insertion. No correlation was found between the viscosity of the middle ear fluid and B typanogram curve values. However, these values varied between a low ABG (0 to 20 dB) and a high ABG (>20 dB). A statistical difference was established for the three parameters (maximum admittance, p<0.0025; pressure, p<0.025, and area under the curve, p<0.0005). It was concluded that typanometry may be used as an objective measure to estimate the extent of conductive hearing loss, especially in infants and young children.
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INTRODUCTION

Typanometry values change in the acoustic admittance of the ear as a function of the pressure in the sealed external ear canal. Since Liden (11) and Jerger (9) published their classification system, typanometry has become widely accepted. Typanograms were classified as types A, B, and C (9). Types A and C are characterized by the presence of a peak close to 0 decapascals (daPa) in type A, and negative (equal to or less than -100 daPa) in type C. In the type B typanogram, there is no distinct peak and the admittance does not significantly change during pressure variations in the external auditory canal. A type B typanogram may be either straight, or with a pseudopeak (‘rounded B’). In clinical practice, it is generally related to fluid in the middle ear (3,4). The curve of a typanogram may be further defined by 3 major characteristics: i) the maximum acoustic admittance of the ear, which is the value of the admittance at the peak of the typanogram and the pressure at the peak of the typanogram which reflects the pressure in the middle ear as well as the gradient which represents the flatness of the curve. Three methods of gradient calculation have been described (1,4,5,13). The acoustic admittance describes the ease with which sound energy flows through a system (2). Admittance may be expressed either by acoustic mho (ohm spelled backwards), or by an equivalent volume of air (cubic centimeters). The normal static admittance of the middle ear varies between 0.3 and 1.6 mmo (8,10). Most studies attempting to find a correlation between values of maximum admittance or gradient and the status of the middle ear have dealt with type A typanograms. Studies of type B typanogram patterns are scanty. The difficulty is that whereas in a ‘round B’ curve with a pseudopeak, the three aforementioned parameters can be measured, while in a straight curve, a gradient (whatever the mode of calculation) is not measureable. Thus, a comparison between different B curves is difficult to make.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The study covered 67 children scheduled for ventilation tube insertion. All of them underwent tymanometry and audiometry, including speech recognition threshold. Pure tone thresholds to air and to bone stimuli were performed when possible, according to the age of the children. On the next day, ventilation tubes were inserted under general anesthesia. Middle ear fluid, when found in sufficient quantity, was sampled for viscosity measurement. Children from whom neither the ABG, nor viscosity measures were obtained were not included in the study.

Single-probe frequency tymanometry (226 Hz) was performed by means of an Amplaid 720. The test was done in the ‘compensated’ mode. This mode enables recording of tympanograms compensated for the effect of the ear canal; i.e., the flat portion of the tympanogram (the ear canal por-
tion) is arithmetically subtracted from the tympanogram peak. This tympanogram can be referred to as a measure taken at the lateral surface of the tympanic membrane. Audiology was performed in a sound-proof chamber with an intra-acoustic AC40 audiometer. An average ABG value was calculated (sum of ABG value at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz in decibels, divided by 3). The ABG results were also separated into 2 groups: a low ABG (0 to 20 dB) and a high ABG (>20 dB). After paracentesis, the middle ear fluid was aspirated. It was centrifuged to separate red blood cells and then weighed and diluted by 20 times its weight with normal saline solution (0.9% sodium chloride).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Only a small number of studies have compared the characteristics of the type B tympanogram and the magnitude of hearing loss in children with middle ear effusion (6,12). Studies that have compared the gradient with other parameters in the presence of a type B tympanogram with no peak gave values of 0 mmho for D difference, 0 for G ratio, and 400 daPa for G width (5). This is our reason for suggesting the use of the area under the curve as a new parameter for characterizing the type B tympanogram. This measure varies with the median value of the compliance. When expressed in square centimeters, it depends on the size of the printed graph. The median value of the compliance may also be calculated by dividing the area under the curve by the lengthwise measurement of the pressure.

No correlation was found between the viscosity of the middle ear fluid and the characteristics of the tympanogram. Other studies have tried to compare the magnitude of hearing loss and the viscosity of the fluid (6,7). ABG magnitude and thus tympanogram patterns seemed to be mostly related to the quantity of fluid present in the middle ear cleft. There was a positive correlation between the amount of hearing loss and the volume of fluid present in the middle ears of cats.

We did not measure the quantity of fluid during the surgical procedure for 2 reasons. First, tube insertion was performed under general anesthesia in the supine position, with ventilation administered by a mask. It was hard to compare the quantity of fluid aspirated under such conditions with the quantity of fluid present in the middle ear during audiometric measures on the previous day. Second, if the amount of fluid played a role for ABG magnitude, it was mainly the percentage of fullness of the middle ear that was significant, i.e., the amount of fluid relative to the volume of the middle ear cleft, rather than the amount of fluid itself.

**CONCLUSION**

We can draw the conclusion that the single-probe frequency tympanometric measure of a type B tympanogram can supply clinicians with both qualitative and quantitative information about ABG magnitude. In our opinion, this can be a useful tool for objective evaluation of hearing in infants and young children with middle ear effusion.
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